Name of RRI project: INTEGRATED HELIOSTATIC DRIVE
Project abbreviation: HELIO-360
Project duration: 09. 07. 2020 - 08. 07. 2022
Estimated co-financing of the project: EUR 189,211.03
The subject of development within the proposed project will be a new, innovative HELIOSTATIC DRIVE, a twoaxis tracker that will be able to move horizontally in azimuth direction 360 degrees and in elevation direction 90
degrees, ie completely from horizontal to vertical. It is a product that is currently extremely sought after on the
market and for which there is a real demand, which we will present in more detail below, it is mainly demanded
by producers and distributors of electricity generated from solar energy. The latter demand extremely highprecision trackers that exponentially improve the efficiency of collected energy, especially in large power plants
that pump solar energy using heliostatic technology (the technique of concentrating solar energy accumulation
at a single collection point by projecting solar energy reflection from surface mirrors).
The advantages of the planned new drive will be mainly in its exceptional accuracy, which is in a comparable
form in the market in which we as a company are very active around the world.
The selected focus area within the Sustainable Energy vertical is defined in the Action Plan of the Strategic
Development Innovation Partnership of the Network for the Transition to the Circular Economy (above SRIP KG),
where it is stated that the key goal of SRIP within value chains is to develop breakthrough technological areas. ,
high-tech products and services to break into global markets, while strengthening human resources, innovation
and entrepreneurship, and the transfer of knowledge and technology between economic operators, with
potential and investment capacity, and operating in a circle within the S4 focus areas. Our project is about
developing just such a product. SRIP KG will carry out joint development activities in accordance with the S4
focus areas for the transition to a circular economy, focusing on technologies for biomass processing and
development of new biological materials, technologies for the use of secondary raw materials and reuse of
waste and energy from alternative sources.
The elements that we have combined into a single system that will enable target accuracy are presented in more
detail in the continuation of this role, and already at this point, given our good knowledge of the global market,
we can ensure that it is an extremely competitive and sought-after product. enabled the company an exceptional
competitive advantage and the achievement of even higher market realizations in exports, where at this
moment we are already achieving practically all market realization of the company.
Our idea is innovative and new and represents a solution for one of the key areas of obtaining energy from
alternative sources. In addition, it is in line with the subject of the tender, as it is about improving a product that
has been developed to a certain degree, but needs some development work to be able to ensure its market
penetration and thus use in the real environment. More on the website of European cohesion policy in Slovenia:
www.eu-skladi.si

"The investment is co-financed by the Republic of Slovenia and the European Union from the European Regional
Development Fund".

